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SOCIAL CHANGE

Kannan Udayarajan
Volunteer & CEO, Vibha

Creating meaningful social change is always an
intentional activity. While the initial spark may be organic, taking it to the next

level is something that needs to be done with a long term vision, rigor and passion.
And this is where Vibha comes into the picture. Over the last 3 decades, Vibha has been able to
identify, seed-fund and scale up several solutions that have created large scale social impact
benefitting millions of children.
Our volunteers across the globe are constantly and diligently at work furthering Vibha's
mission of making the world a better place for children, be it through organizing fundraisers,
monitoring project investments, running awareness campaigns, forging corporate
partnerships or mentoring social entrepreneurs on the ground.
Impact matters, and the bar has always been set high for trust and transparency, one that has
been recognized with the 2019 GuideStar Gold Seal and 2019 Top Rated Award from
GreatNonProfits.com
Thank you - because none of this would have been possible without your support. Whether you
supported us as a donor, volunteer or an event participant, it made a difference. It made an
impact. And together we can do even more.

A Look back at Vibha Dallas 2019
Ahh, December - a time to re-evaluate, look in
the rearview mirror at 2019 and feel gratitude. When we

started
2019, we were a handful of core volunteers, but we end it exponentially larger.
We have a structured Executive Committee in place and are working on our
outreach efforts to brand Vibha in our community, gain momentum in bringing
volunteers into our cause to make a positive impact in our own community and
through our project partners in India.
In February of 2019, the Dallas Action Center played host to the National
Volunteer Conference. Learning about the projects that we strategically partner
with and hearing directly from the leads on the ground created an immersive
experience that was utterly motivating. For the first time, Vibha Dallas also
hosted a formal Black Tie Gala which brought us great credibility and visibility in
the community.

Our Kite Flying Festival in May reached new heights as well. Almost 5000 people
attended KFF and we had a vendor exhibit this year, which was a roaring success.
Our second annual Talent For A Reason stage was fired up by more than 16 Acts. The
groups raised almost 17K through their grassroots campaigns that was comprised of
more than 400 individual contributions. Kids, some as young as 10, knocked on doors,
made email, social media and videos appeals to their communities- raising their voices
to support the many millions who lack one.
Summer saw our dynamic youth team complete 36 service initiatives in 12 weeks!
From recording audio books for the blind, to conducting plant sales, bake sales,
packing food for children, and organizing blood drives, our youth worked
unrelentingly hard. Partnering with The Pale Blue Dot foundation, we conducted
weekly workshops for the Bhutanese refugee kids to bridge skills over the summer.
This has led to our year long partnering initiative that aims to support the kids
through the academic year. To date, our youth group has completed 50 Service
initiatives, raised almost $10,000 and poured over 5000 hours into the local
community. In the summer, we also completed our first Open Speech contest along
with Inspiration Masters.
Dream Mile in September hit a historic 300 registrations. The campaigning for
Dream Mile raised 20K and had a total count of almost 220 individual donations.
The last quarter has been filled with mini fundraisers such as the Diya and
Garba workshops and the Humorous Speech Contest. Lastly, In 2019, we added
Swiss Re as a brand new large corporate sponsor.
Indeed, as we look back at 2019, we have much to be grateful for.
As we head into the holiday season, we would like to wish everyone peace and
joy. In 2020, we shall scale ever new heights- with all your love and support.
Warm Regards,
Rohini Sheeba
Volunteer & ED

On behalf of the Vibha Dallas Executive Team

Ganesh Gopalakrishnan, Volunteer

In Memoriam Arvind Peechara

All we expect in a Vibha volunteer and more, that was Arvind Peechara. About 8 years back, he
single-handedly lead the Vibha Dallas Action Center when there was no one to lead and built the
whole team from ground up - one volunteer at a time.
Arvind was also a project lead for Devnar Foundation for Blind. Devnar, DEV (God) and NAR
(Man), signifying there is God in every man. A Vibha Project lead is a liaison between Vibha and
our partner organization in India. Project leads have to make sure the funds provided by Vibha
are utilized in the way budget was provided.
Arvind put all his effort in understanding the organization and went above and beyond in helping
them identify means in which they can improve their process, print braille books, digitize them
and so on. Arvind is deeply missed by Vibha Family.

Arvind Peechara
Oct 11 1975 - July 1 2019

Jaya Bhaskaram, Volunteer & Youth Lead

DIYAS FOR A CAUSE
SPREADING LIGHT AND JOY
What started off as a small fundraiser by the Youth team, mushroomed into orders for diyas
raising more than $1700 and sending 100 kids to school for a whole year.
The idea was to conduct a fun youth event that can connect the ‘Festival of Lights’ with the
cause of Vibha. Soon, the team found themselves taking orders for diyas and fulfilling them.
Our volunteers artfully molded and painted the diyas. They poured hours of commitment into
fulfilling orders of more than 500 diyas and spreading positive vibes around Diwali! The result

- PRICELESS!

FMSC
HAND PACKED MEALS
Feed My Starving Children is a non-profit organization that coordinates the packaging and
distribution of food to people in developing nations. Vibha Dallas partners and participates as
frequently as possible. In the October event, our volunteers hand packed 105 boxes, with
22,680 meals that feed 62 kids for a year.

STUDY-BUDDY
CHANGING THE WORLD CLOSING ONE OPPORTUNITY-GAP AT A TIME!!
Vibha Dallas is PROUD to announce the Study buddy initiative!!
The South Asian community in the USA records the largest socio-economic disparity of any
ethnic group. This is traced back directly to college education levels which are 72% among
Indians versus a scant 9% among the Bhutanese.
In an attempt to equalize these numbers, Vibha Dallas is partnering with Our Pale Blue Dot
Foundation that works with the Bhutanese community right here in Dallas. This program is
pairing up a Vibha Youth volunteer with a Bhutanese child who needs tutoring assistance for
the entire academic year with consistent schedules and accountability. Our volunteers will be
working consistently with almost 30 students every week. May we remind you that these

committed youth kids are making time from their busy schedules.
Hopefully we change a few trajectories!

Voice of Youth:
Tanush Krishnamurty , 7th Grader, Coppell
I recently volunteered at the Diya making event and we handmade 700 Diyas in what we call
lovingly our Diya making factory. Me along with other volunteers dedicated sometime every
day over a period of four weeks to help make, paint, and delivered all the Diyas. We raised
$1700 which will support education for 100 kids. My experience with the Diya making was
heartwarming and rewarding. I learnt a lot from Being involved from start to finish of this
project.
Rikith Bavireddy, 7th Grader, Irving
We packaged food for children who don’t have it. We used FMSC’s recipe to package out
the food. We added ingredients to the meal, next we weighed the bags, next we sealed the
bags, then finally put all bags into a box to ship to Equador. It was an amazing time working
with other young volunteers like myself. During our time we had challenges like who can
pack the most bags in 20 minutes. While working we developed important skills like
teamwork.

Join hands with us, make Vibha your calling. Sign up as a volunteer.
Make a donation today or mail a check to our mailing address.
DONATE TO VIBHA

VOLUNTEER SIGN UP

Editor's Note:

Thanks to all for the article contributions and submissions for the first
issue of Connect, Vibha Dallas newsletter. Special Thanks to Kannan, Ganesh for
contributions taking time off of busy schedules and to Poornima for the art work
highlighting the true spirit of volunteerism.
Making social change and helping children in need comes from
the hearts of passionate volunteers and supporters.
Thankful and Grateful !! Happy Holidays!!
- SP [Sridevi Palacharla]

Get the latest updates.
Follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter.
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